Alfred J. Swyer, MD’44 Scholarship

The Alfred J. Swyer, MD’44 Scholarship fund provides financial support for needy and deserving students attending the College of Medicine. Scholarships are awarded annually to 3rd year and/or 4th year medical students with a strong academic ranking and who demonstrate a combination of financial need and promise as a physician, with "promise as a physician" being defined, by Dr. Swyer’s request, as competently balancing the science and interpersonal skills that are required in the holistic approach to the practice of medicine.

To self-nominate**: EMAIL NO MORE THAN 400 WORDS (about 1/2 pg.) about how you meet this criteria.

There will be two $920 awards or one $1,840 award. Awards will be incorporated into the existing financial aid package for the recipients, replacing existing financial aid (such as education loans) if applicable. Any third or fourth year LCOM student who feels they meet the criteria may self-nominate.

SUBMISSION DEADLINE: No later than 4:00 p.m. ET, November 11, 2021. Recipients will be selected and notified ASAP after the deadline.

Email your self-nomination short essay to: medsf@uvm.edu

**self-nomination does not guarantee an award